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I am pleased to present the first Annual report of DSCI. Though DSCI, as a section 25
not-for-profit company, was incorporated only in August 2008, the concept and ground

work for establishing this organization was initiated prior to incorporation. This helped DSCI
to establish its footprint rapidly.

The Board of DSCI, which includes independent experts from the Government, the Scientific
Community as well as from leading IT and BPO companies, guided by a broad-based
international Steering Committee, helped DSCI establish its Mission and Objectives as an
SRO.

I would like to sincerely thank all members of the Steering Committee and my fellow Board
members for their time and effort.

NASSCOM, as the promoter of DSCI, has been extending all possible support, particularly
financial support. DSCI has also received financial assistance from DIT for implementing
projects in the public-private partnership mode. This considerably assisted DSCI in undertaking
some of its core activities which were widely appreciated by all stakeholders. I would like to
record my appreciation both to DIT and NASSCOM for their assistance in making the self-
regulatory model of DSCI a success.

In FY08-09, DSCI undertook several activities, including initiatives to benchmark the
information security standards followed by the IT/BPO companies. DSCI is in the process of
developing best practices in line with international standards that will assist the Indian IT/
BPO companies in focusing their information security and privacy initiatives in the right
direction and benefit from prevalent good practices across the industry.

DSCI is an innovative experiment in the field of self-regulation. It is relevant for the IT/BPO
industry as it provides flexibility to adapt to new developments in the field of IT, which have
security and privacy implications. It is a vibrant example of public-private partnership to
make India a secure destination for cross border data transfers. DSCI is also attempting to
extend its services to sectors like Banking and Financial Services since issues relating to data
protection are critical for them.

Shyamal GhoshShyamal GhoshShyamal GhoshShyamal GhoshShyamal Ghosh

Message from the Chairman
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Message from the CEO

The first Annual Report of DSCI gives me an opportunity to present the progress and
achievements of DSCI during the year under review, to the Board, NASSCOM and other

stakeholders. It started functioning as an independent company with its own Board, and a
small core team comprising technical experts, guided by the Steering Committee and its
Working Groups. Their guidance has enabled DSCI define its mission, which in turn helped it
draw up a Work Plan. I am grateful to the Board for reviewing the DSCI Program, and for
suggesting a practical approach for involving the industry through our Content Aggregation
Program. This program comprises mapping of regulations into controls, and deriving best
practices from the same.

The Best Practices for Data Security and Data Privacy being developed are based on ISO
27001 security standard, and OECD Privacy Principles, and include checklists and processes
that will enable a service provider in India to be not only in compliance with regulatory
requirements, but also make them really secure. These are at an advanced stage of
development.

DSCI engaged with stakeholders in the US, the UK, European Union and some other countries
to make them aware of the emphasis on security and privacy practices by the Indian IT/BPO
industry. This was through presentations to, and discussions with, data protection authorities
and clients in a number of seminars and workshops.

DSCI engaged with the IT/BPO industry during the year through a number of security awareness
seminars and workshops, and on the need for best practices and standards for enhancing
their trustworthiness. It was gratifying to see the industry respond favorably to the DSCI
Approach to self regulation. The need for data protection was reinforced with the notification
of the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 by the Government of India in February, 2009. The Act has
strengthened the data protection regime in the country. Our clients can now be reassured
that service providers in India will be required to implement “reasonable security practices”
to prevent unauthorized access to personal data of customers being processed by them.

DSCI conducted a campaign to bring awareness on various provisions of the IT (Amendment)
Act that will help enhance data protection. The provisions are applicable not only to the IT/
BPO companies, but  also to “body corporates” which include banks, telecom, E-commerce
companies and all other sectors where companies are processing personal data of individuals.
Suddenly, the need for best practices for security, being developed by DSCI, has become a
universal requirement in the country.

DSCI worked with the government on the Making of Rules under various sections of the
amended IT Act. DSCI held consultations with the industry after circulating a paper on the
issues involved under various sections of the IT Act; it made the recommendations to the
government after receiving industry’s feedback. We also took the lead in meeting with several
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other industry associations, and with the government on the encryption policy under the IT Act.

We are grateful to DIT for entrusting us with a Cyber Security Awareness Project; and for a grant specifically for
organizing a seminar on the data protection and cyber security provisions of the amended IT Act. Security survey
on the state of data security in the country is also underway through DIT project funding.

We will continue to create data protection practices, and white papers on regulatory requirements; train industry
in best practices; engage with the government on policy making, engage with stakeholders including clients and
data protection authorities in other countries, and build DSCI Certification and/or Rating system as a seal of trust
that can be relied upon by our clients. DSCI is also focused on establishing process for alternate dispute resolution
mechanism to address clients’ grievances.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank NASSCOM for the trust it has reposed in DSCI, and the thought
leadership it provides on a continuous basis; the industry, consulting organizations, and security professionals at
large who have taken lot of interest in our activities through DSCI Chapters and other platforms.

Kamlesh BajajKamlesh BajajKamlesh BajajKamlesh BajajKamlesh Bajaj
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Board of Directors

The Memorandum and Articles of Association of DSCI provides that at least one third of the Directors on its Board
will be independent Directors. At present the Board of Directors consists of six directors with diversified academics
and experience. The composition includes, three directors representing NASSCOM - the present Chairman, President
and Ex-Chairman; three Independent Directors and including the Chairman, one Director from the Indian Institute
of Science and one Director representing the Department of Information Technology (DIT). The Board of Directors
as on March 31, 2009 was as follows:

Mr. Shyamal Ghosh (Independent Director and Chairman, DSCI)
Dr. Ganesh Natarajan (Chairman, NASSCOM) (since replaced by Pramod Bhasin, current Chairman,
NASSCOM)
Mr. Som Mittal (President, NASSCOM)
Mr. Jaithirth Rao (Former Chairman, NASSCOM and Industry expert)
Prof. N Balakrishnan (Independent Director and Professor, Indian Institute of Science)
Dr. Gulshan Rai (Director General, Cert-In, DIT)

Kamlesh Bajaj

Som MittalShyamal Ghosh Ganesh Natarajan

Gulshan RaiJaithirth Rao N Balakrishnan

B O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R SB O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R SB O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R SB O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R SB O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R S

C H I E F   E X E C U T I V E   O F F I C E RC H I E F   E X E C U T I V E   O F F I C E RC H I E F   E X E C U T I V E   O F F I C E RC H I E F   E X E C U T I V E   O F F I C E RC H I E F   E X E C U T I V E   O F F I C E R
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Preamble

The European Union views privacy of personal information as a fundamental right, while the United States has
sector specific laws on privacy of customer data. These include laws for protecting health information, and
financial information among others.

The European Union has mandated that the Member States implement data protection in accordance with its
Data Protection Directive. The Directive allows multinationals operating in the EU to have Binding Corporate
Rules (BCRs), in accordance with their corporate policies, that require prior approval of Data Protection Authorities
in all the EU Member States, a process that has taken years of effort before a couple of companies could succeed.
This has been recently simplified by the Article 29 Working Party. The other route of standard clauses, approved by
the EC, to be part of the contracts with service providers, in countries that do not have adequate security, has not
been easy either.

The United States has a history of self-regulation, especially in its safe-harbor program with the EU. It is part of the
APEC Privacy Program, which has taken the approach of Accountability Principle under which the data protection
obligations flow along with data in trans-border data flows. It has defined Nine Privacy Principles. In order to
accommodate different privacy laws in various countries, APEC has placed emphasis on the practical aspects of
data flows, the manner of interface between various players including companies, regulators, and governments.
Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPRs) that are under development, along with information sharing, investigation
and enforcement across borders among regulators will form an integral part of the APEC Privacy Framework.  The
CBPRs are akin to BCRs.

DSCI believes that data  protection and privacy should be based on the tenet that if a corporate can have BCRs or
CBPRs to show compliance with the data protection requirements of an originating country - irrespective of where
it is processed -  a service provider in India should be also able to demonstrate compliance with data protection
requirements similar to those of the country where the client is located, and/or where the data is originating, by
following the best security and privacy practices and standards.  DSCI considers the Best Practices Approach as a
practical and realistic way to enhance global adherence to data security and privacy standards.

DSCI is developing Best Practices for data protection that are based on ISO 27001 security standard, and OECD
Privacy Principles, that include checklists and processes that will enable a service provider in India to be not only in
compliance with regulatory requirements of clients’ countries, but also make them really secure. These are at an
advanced stage of development, and to make the SRO effective and complete, DSCI is working on developing the
dispute resolution mechanism too.
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The Year in Review

1. History of DSCI

India is the hub of global information technology outsourcing. The IT, ITES/BPO industry has witnessed phenomenal
compounded annual growth of around 30% during the last few years with revenues growing to $52 billion in 2007-
08. Even this year, after the global financial meltdown, the industry’s revenue grew by 14.4% compared with the
previous year. It provides direct employment to 2.23 million professionals and indirect employment to 8 million. It
has catalyzed the growth of many other associated industries, particularly by improving productivity. It is contributing
to better governance and efficiency, even as it has transformed the image of India abroad. The industry is making
a significant positive impact on the Indian economy and the people of this country.

Any disruption in the IT and outsourcing industry has the potential to affect employment in the country. For India
to maintain its leadership in this field, and to further expand it, certain enablers are necessary—in fact their need
has been felt by the industry for quite some time. Most notable among them is the requirement to strengthen the
data protection environment so as to make global data flows to India more trustworthy.

In recognition of this, National Association of Software and Service Companies (NASSCOM), the apex body for
software and services companies in India, promoted Data Security Council of India (DSCI) as a separate not-for-
profit company under its 4E Initiative, to reinforce India as a secure and reliable technology partner. The core
focus of the 4E Initiative was to create awareness, an accountability framework and an eco-system through its
four pillars of:

Education and training

Engagement with industry stakeholders

Enactment in legislative terms and

Enforcement through contractual and other compliance mechanisms including establishing a self-

regulatory organization

DSCI engages with all the stakeholders including IT, BPO service providers, their clients worldwide, data protection
authorities in different countries, and Self Regulatory Organizations in the US, European Union countries and data
standards’ organizations in sectors such as Banking and Finance. It performs data protection awareness programs
and capacity building activities as part of its outreach and education activities.  It also engages with the government
and other data protection authorities on evolving best practices which would be enforceable on the stakeholders
in due course.
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2. Establishing DSCI as an SRO

Data Protection is emerging as a major corporate and Government concern worldwide. The focus is on secure
handling of data so as to ensure privacy of customer data and that of corporate data.  Different countries have
enacted laws to deal with Data Protection and Data Privacy. While the European Union views privacy of personal
information as a fundamental right, the United States has sector specific laws on privacy of customer data. These
include laws for protecting health information, financial information. Processing of personal information of citizens
of these countries by IT/BPO companies in India and in other countries through outsourcing raises concerns about
regulatory compliance. In view of the multiplicity of privacy legislations worldwide, the service providers (IT/BPO
companies) in India are faced with a major challenge of demonstrating compliance with laws of countries where
the data originates. The industry, led by NASSCOM, decided to take the route of self regulation – it established
DSCI as a self-regulatory organization (SRO).

Incorporated in August 2008, DSCI is a section 25 not-for-profit company that is developing best practices for Data
Security and Data Privacy under its SRO Framework.  IT/BPO companies as service providers will be encouraged to
adopt such best practices, which will include zero tolerance to security and privacy breaches, for India to be a
continued preferred and trusted destination for outsourcing. DSCI has to enhance the perception about
trustworthiness of Indian Service Providers as conforming to the security and privacy practices as per international
standards.  For this purpose, DSCI is also engaged in creating security and privacy awareness among the service
providers.

DSCI’s mission is to foster trustworthiness of Indian companies as global service providers and send out the
message worldwide that India is a secure destination for outsourcing where privacy of customer data are enshrined
in the best practices followed by the industry. This can be achieved by increasing awareness of the end-user on
information security and privacy protection. Through the Cyber Security Awareness Initiatives, DSCI reaches out
to broad audience that includes academia, schools, colleges, law enforcement agencies, Judiciary, Banks and
Financial Institutions, Insurance companies, Telecom operators, to provide awareness and training.

DSCI StructureDSCI StructureDSCI StructureDSCI StructureDSCI Structure

Headed by an
Independent Board

of Directors

Steering Committee
having Data Security &

Privacy Experts

Working Groups: Survey,
Education, Guidelines on

Contracts

Registered under
Section 25 of the
Companies Act

DSCI
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3. Functioning with Steering Committee and Working Groups

DSCI has an independent Board of Directors that is guided by a Steering Committee with members drawn from
leading IT and BPO companies in India and abroad. The role of the steering committee is to:

Advise on the directions of DSCI

Be part of the working groups/special interest groups formed to address different aspects of the mission
and objectives of DSCI

Contribute towards the growth of the Indian IT industry and present India as a secure destination for
data processing

The Steering Committee has set up three Working Groups to focus in specific areas for creating awareness and
outreach. These Working Groups are covering the following areas:

Survey: Survey: Survey: Survey: Survey:  This group focuses on understanding the current status of data protection practices and interest
of Indian service providers in the context of security and privacy.

Education: Education: Education: Education: Education:  The aim of this group is to help organize  events for creating awareness and training
programs; and promote certifications for capacity building

Guidelines for Contracts: Guidelines for Contracts: Guidelines for Contracts: Guidelines for Contracts: Guidelines for Contracts:  This working group aims to provide practical inputs that will provide broad
guidelines in drafting contracts in the areas of Privacy and Data Protection covering regulatory
requirements across the globe. This will provide small and medium service providers with model contracts
templates, covering standard clauses and covenants, which can be customized based on business needs
and client requirements.

The Steering Committee met thrice this fiscal year to provide direction to DSCI on its activities. The 3rd Steering
Committee Meeting was held on April 15, 2008 in Mumbai. The 4th Steering Committee Meeting was arranged in
Hyderabad on December 02, 2008 and the 5th Steering Committee Meeting was held on February 13, 2009, in
Mumbai.

Under the guidance of the Survey working group, DSCI completed the data security survey through KPMG this
fiscal year. The objective of this survey was to assess the criticality of Information Security and Privacy to the Indian
IT/BPO organizations. A total of 43 organizations participated in this survey. The result of the survey (available for
viewing or downloading at www.dsci.in) was based on a questionnaire circulated to IT/BPO organizations seeking
their response in the areas of- Security Strategy, Security planning and organization, Security in HR function and
compliance. The second phase of the data security survey, which is expected to collate responses from 150
organizations, is under progress. This ongoing survey will help DSCI assess the standards for data security and
privacy protection in the industry. DSCI will devise standards and best practices in line with international standards
for creating a secured environment for data in India that would be cost effective and easily adoptable. These best
practices will assist the organizations to focus their information security and privacy initiatives in the right direction
and benefit from prevalent good practices across the industry.
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As part of the broader need to improve security and quality of software and other applications being developed in
India for domestic use and export, the Education working Group is helping DSCI collaborate with organizations like
ISC2, NCSA, ISAlliance, SANS to provide training and certification to Indian enterprises. The Guidelines for Contracts
working group, in the first phase, has prepared resources that will help in drafting contracts in the areas of data
protection covering regulatory requirements of the EU, US, and Canada. In the second phase, the working group
is preparing resources covering regulatory requirements of the UK, AUS & NZ and APAC.
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4. DSCI SRO Framework

As an SRO, DSCI is establishing and popularizing privacy and data protection standards for India’s IT/BPO industry
and will monitor and enforce the same going forward.

DSCI will serve as a trust agent for data privacy and security accountability in outsourcing. The concept of DSCI as
an SRO would be preferable to a statutory regulator for a number of reasons. A statutory regulator may not have
the flexibility to keep pace with rapid technological changes which the IT Sector is experiencing and thereby may
not be in a position to keep pace with   new and emerging technologies. In addition, outsourcing involves working
in an environment requiring compliance with multiple laws of different countries which a statutory regulator
(created by domestic laws) may not be able to deal with in an effective manner.

DSCI is creating awareness through Education and outreach programs and is engaged with all concerned to
promote best practices on security and privacy, encourage service providers to engage in self checks, submit them
to verification by independent authorized auditors on their claims as a part of enforcement and grant membership
and certification/rating to them. Certification/rating from DSCI will provide an assurance that the company to
which work is being outsourced is following the requirements of data security and privacy and could be trusted.
DSCI can assess its adherence to common data management principles, as also against the specifics such as EU
requirements for health, financial sector, or protection of other personally identifiable information. An SRO can
verify a service provider’s voluntary compliance with the APEC/OECD Privacy Principles and the customer company’s
own promises and obligations. It is against this background that DSCI’s mission as an SRO has been prepared.
Security and privacy being global concerns in global data flows, the concept of SRO has universal appeal in this
connected world particularly involving cross-border data flows.

ESCALATION
TO

GOVT. OF INDIA

D S C ID S C ID S C ID S C ID S C I

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

DSCIDSCIDSCIDSCIDSCI
Certification /Certification /Certification /Certification /Certification /

Rat ingsRat ingsRat ingsRat ingsRat ings

AUDITORAUDITORAUDITORAUDITORAUDITOR

S E L FS E L FS E L FS E L FS E L F
CHECKSCHECKSCHECKSCHECKSCHECKS

IT & BPOIT & BPOIT & BPOIT & BPOIT & BPO
CompaniesCompaniesCompaniesCompaniesCompanies

Standards/Standards/Standards/Standards/Standards/
Best PracticesBest PracticesBest PracticesBest PracticesBest Practices

Awareness Creation
 Data Security
 Data Privacy

----------------------
 IT/BPO Companies
 Law - Enforcement

 Education
 Training
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 Guidelines for Contracts

COMPLAINTS

CLIENTS

FEEDBACK
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5. DSCI Work Plan

5 . 15 . 15 . 15 . 15 . 1 Best Practices DevelopmentBest Practices DevelopmentBest Practices DevelopmentBest Practices DevelopmentBest Practices Development

DSCI started the process of developing Best Practices for Data Protection through various programs including
Content Aggregation Program (CAP), Security Survey and establishing collaboration with knowledge sources and
information security experts.

The express objective of DSCI is to assure customers worldwide that the IT and BPO Service Providers in India are
focused on privacy and security of customer data, and that they follow the best practices to secure customer
data. Moreover, it is also important that IT/BPO organizations create, maintain and review their set of security
and privacy policies and procedures so that they are adaptable to the ever changing environment. Towards this
end, DSCI has undertaken a content aggregation program to consolidate and devise enforceable standards and
best practices in line with international standards for creating a secured environment for data in India that would
be cost effective and easily adoptable. Under this Program, the mapping of compliance regulations is underway.
Regulation mapping is a critical step towards defining DSCI’s best practices for Data Protection. An analysis of
regulations pertaining to the data protection leads to controls that organizations need to implement in order to
comply with regulatory requirements. The controls may serve a way to define the best practices. The compliance
requirements are being mapped with ISO 27001 for security practices and OECD Privacy Principles for privacy
requirements. Mapping with these standards are expected to help standardize the controls. A mapping sheet has
been designed with an objective of developing a tool that can help in forward and backward tracking of compliance
requirements. The tool and mapping sheets will be a single point of reference for DSCI in future. The sheet also
provides mapping of individual compliance requirement with multiple controls of ISO 27001 and/or OECD Privacy
Principles, and the automation will bring more visibility over the database we are creating. A working paper has
also been created on each regulation with a view to developing white papers and guidance documents for IT/BPO
industry.

ApprApprApprApprApproach Toach Toach Toach Toach Tooooowwwwwararararards CAPds CAPds CAPds CAPds CAP

In parallel to this, a detailed survey on data security practices is in progress, which will provide key inputs to the
practices being developed. DSCI has engaged with clients, service providers and research organizations to validate
its approach and practices.
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5 . 25 . 25 . 25 . 25 . 2 Contractual Framework and Guidance for SMBsContractual Framework and Guidance for SMBsContractual Framework and Guidance for SMBsContractual Framework and Guidance for SMBsContractual Framework and Guidance for SMBs

The Working Group on Guidelines for Contracts has prepared practical resources that will help in drafting contracts
in the areas of Privacy and Data Protection covering regulatory requirements of the EU, US, and Canada. This is
expected to provide small and medium businesses (SMB) with model contracts templates, covering standard
clauses and covenants, which can be customized based on business needs and client requirements. As a next step,
the working group is preparing resources covering regulatory requirements of the UK, AUS & NZ and APAC.

5 . 35 . 35 . 35 . 35 . 3 Presentation at National and International Conference with StakeholdersPresentation at National and International Conference with StakeholdersPresentation at National and International Conference with StakeholdersPresentation at National and International Conference with StakeholdersPresentation at National and International Conference with Stakeholders

NATIONAL EVENTS

DSCI has taken steps to extend its data protection framework to domestic sector by forging links with the Indian
Banks’ Association (IBA) and the Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT) set up by
RBI; and exposing them to the U.S. Banking Standards led by BITS, a division of the Financial Services Roundtable.
BITS through its Shared Assessment Program (SAP), prescribes security and privacy best practices to its members.
These have the approval of Federal Regulatory Authorities. A number of consulting and service providing companies
work with them to help members conform to the BITS SAP. DSCI will develop capabilities in the BITS SAP to help IT
and BPO companies attain the required levels of security practices.

DSCI also initiated establishment of links for participation in developing relevant standards by Bureau of Indian
Standards (BIS). The role of DSCI as a SRO, and focus on best practices was presented in several conferences and
seminars in India, some of which are as follows:

a. McAfee Executive Summit

b. OWASP AppSec India Conference 2008

c. Bangalore IT Biz

d. Security and Data Protection in DIT - FICCI Seminar on E-Governance

e. Cyber Crimes under the IT Act in TiE Seminar

f. CSO Forum of Dataquest

g. IT Bridge, Pune

h. ITU-APT Conference

i. ISACA Chapter, Pune

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

DSCI presented its SRO Framework at the following events:

a. NASSCOM-DSCI organized a seminar on Global Data Sourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions
in Data Security in Brussels where DSCI presented the model for industry self-regulation. This is discussed
in more detail in section 8.4.

b. Participated in APEC Privacy Seminar and Workshop in Lima to present its approach to self regulation
through best practices and Accountability Framework; and to understand developments in the APEC
Pathfinder Project, the documentation, and information exchange programs among regulatory agencies.
Section 8.4 presents more details on this.
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c. Participated in the 30th International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners,
Strasbourg. The theme of the conference was “Protecting privacy in a borderless world”. Over 500
participants attended the conference with representation from Data Protection Authorities of all European
countries. Canada, Australia, Japan, United States and many other countries from APEC were also present.

d. Involved with think-tanks like CIPL and industry associations like ITAA in the United States and presented
DSCI Approach as SRO in various forums and bodies, as also to the US government regulators such as
Privacy Commissioners in FTC.

e. Role of DSCI as an SRO and focus on best practices was presented in a session on Information Security in
Internet Governance Forum (IGF). DSCI also took responsibility for organizing the Security and Cyber
Crimes sessions as part of the IGF Program.

f. Participated in Panel Discussion of IGF on Privacy and Security issues along with international experts and
civil societies.

g. Participated in the International Advertising Association’s (IAA) event in Mumbai and contributed to the
Panel Discussion on online advertising and Privacy that discussed key industry dynamics – privacy, data
collection and storage, and security.

5 . 45 . 45 . 45 . 45 . 4 Other Activities to Increase International VisibilityOther Activities to Increase International VisibilityOther Activities to Increase International VisibilityOther Activities to Increase International VisibilityOther Activities to Increase International Visibility

DSCI developed papers and networked with international bodies primarily in APEC, EU, and USA in order to
enhance its visibility internationally:

a. White Paper on Data Protection and Privacy in India with specific reference to privacy regimes in EU, UK,
and the United States.

b. Paper on the role of BCRs in EU for data protection, and how they can be made more effective through
participation of service providers and implementation of best practices by them.

c. Assisted the UK Data Protection Authority in reviewing the implementation of the existing Data Protection
Act through the agency selected by them, namely Rand Corporation. Responded to their proposed
questionnaire, participated in related meetings.

d. Specific security and privacy requirements for Syntec in France, Japan Industry Association; and of other
similar associations in the UK, USA, Australia and Germany were studied from the viewpoint best practices
approach taken by them.

e. DSCI is a consortium partner of the EU Project Rising Pan European and International Awareness on
Biometric and Security Ethics (RISE) and is preparing for an activity in India, namely Preparatory Meeting
on Ethics related to Biometrics and Security Standards in September 2009, for an international conference
to be held in Beijing in January, 2010.
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6. Cyber Security Awareness

6 . 16 . 16 . 16 . 16 . 1 DIT ProjectDIT ProjectDIT ProjectDIT ProjectDIT Project

DSCI conceived and prepared a project proposal on Cyber Security awareness, which was submitted to DIT,
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, through NASSCOM for funding. The project was approved
and funds released to NASSCOM. NASSCOM awarded the implementation of this project to DSCI. This project
comprises the following programs:

Cyber Security AwCyber Security AwCyber Security AwCyber Security AwCyber Security Awararararareneeneeneeneeness Campss Campss Campss Campss Campaign Praign Praign Praign Praign Progrogrogrogrogram:am:am:am:am: To coordinate and conduct a security awareness campaign
in five major cities – Bangalore, NCR Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, and Hyderabad.

Security PSecurity PSecurity PSecurity PSecurity Portortortortortal and Eal and Eal and Eal and Eal and E-Security F-Security F-Security F-Security F-Security Forum Crorum Crorum Crorum Crorum Creeeeeaaaaation Prtion Prtion Prtion Prtion Progrogrogrogrogram:am:am:am:am: To build, operate, and update a Security awareness
portal for a  wide  audience including industry, government, financial services industry, law-enforcement agencies,
academic institutions, students at school and college, and home users; and establish e-forums in Bangalore, Delhi
NCR, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Chandigarh, and Pune for promoting interaction of security experts,
bringing together industry, academia, and the government on cyber security issues.

Security SurSecurity SurSecurity SurSecurity SurSecurity Survvvvveeeeeyyyyys and Publics and Publics and Publics and Publics and Publicaaaaation:tion:tion:tion:tion: To understand the challenges being faced by organizations with respect to
security and privacy requirements.

Deliverables ImplementedDeliverables ImplementedDeliverables ImplementedDeliverables ImplementedDeliverables Implemented

           EVENTS:EVENTS:EVENTS:EVENTS:EVENTS:  DSCI organized several awareness programs covering wide variety of audiences including IT and BPO
Companies, Police, Academia, Government, Schools, Colleges etc. A brief description of the events is as follows:

Cyber Security Awareness Program, New Delhi (November 10-12, 2008)Cyber Security Awareness Program, New Delhi (November 10-12, 2008)Cyber Security Awareness Program, New Delhi (November 10-12, 2008)Cyber Security Awareness Program, New Delhi (November 10-12, 2008)Cyber Security Awareness Program, New Delhi (November 10-12, 2008)

The awareness campaign was inaugurated by the Secretary, DIT. The seminar discussed the Data Security scenario
as it is emerging worldwide and presented various Cyber Security initiatives taken by the government to handle
such prevailing incidents. DSCI explained the need for awareness to curb the menace of Cyber Security Incidents
and presented DSCI’s self regulatory role for the IT/BPO Industry. More than 200 participants attended the 3-day
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The Internet for Education and Leisure: “How to stay out of harm?” (January 2009, New Delhi)The Internet for Education and Leisure: “How to stay out of harm?” (January 2009, New Delhi)The Internet for Education and Leisure: “How to stay out of harm?” (January 2009, New Delhi)The Internet for Education and Leisure: “How to stay out of harm?” (January 2009, New Delhi)The Internet for Education and Leisure: “How to stay out of harm?” (January 2009, New Delhi)

The Government of India is concerned about the safety of children especially when they are online. The young
ones often download music, videos, and software; share their views on subjects of their interest with others in
various online communities through social networking sites. Often they do not know who they are interacting
with, what their ages are and where they are located and yet willingly share their personal information with
“strangers”.

To ensure that they stay out of harm while using the Internet for education and leisure activities, DSCI conducted
awareness programs in Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS) and Air Force Bal Bharati School in New Delhi to
make children aware on how to behave while being online. Close to 1100 students and teachers from Kendriya
Vidyalaya Sangathan and Air Force Bal Bharati School participated in this event.

event that included focused sessions for the Government, Police, IT & BPO Companies, Banks & Financial Institutions
and Cyber Cafes.

ApplicApplicApplicApplicApplicaaaaation Security Ttion Security Ttion Security Ttion Security Ttion Security Tutututututorials, Hyorials, Hyorials, Hyorials, Hyorials, Hyderderderderderabaabaabaabaabad (December 1, 2d (December 1, 2d (December 1, 2d (December 1, 2d (December 1, 2008)008)008)008)008)

In order to make the industry aware about the best practices followed across the globe, DSCI organized a
workshop on Secure Programming for the industry on December 1, 2008 at the IIIT Hyderabad campus. The
workshop was aimed towards helping the industry to gear up for new challenges and to raise the standards of
excellence. The tutorial was conducted in collaboration with Microsoft and Aujas Networks. More than 40
participants from Industry, Government and Academia attended the in-depth Application Security Tutorials.

Cyber Safe Pune 2009, Pune (January 8-10, 2009)Cyber Safe Pune 2009, Pune (January 8-10, 2009)Cyber Safe Pune 2009, Pune (January 8-10, 2009)Cyber Safe Pune 2009, Pune (January 8-10, 2009)Cyber Safe Pune 2009, Pune (January 8-10, 2009)

The awareness campaign was inaugurated by Additional Director General of Police, CID, MS, Pune. The seminar
elaborated on various Cyber Security Initiatives taken by NASSCOM. DSCI explained the need of awareness to curb
the menace of Cyber Security Incidents. Over 250 participants from leading IT Companies, several government
departments, police services and other end users participated in the program.

The 3-day event also included parallel sessions/activities for Judicial Officers, Government Officers, Public
Prosecutors, Police officers and their children, Academicians, Engineering Students etc.
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           NANANANANATIONAL SETIONAL SETIONAL SETIONAL SETIONAL SECURITY PORCURITY PORCURITY PORCURITY PORCURITY PORTTTTTAL:AL:AL:AL:AL: The project for conceptualization of an online portal was initiated in January
2009. Several rounds of comprehensive requirements gathering exercise were undertaken with the portal
development vendor. This was initiated in March 2009 and included activities like identification of potential visitors
/ users of the portal, creation of personas of prominent users / visitors, development of wire frameworks, design
of the home page, identification of a suitable name for the portal etc. Catering to wide array of audience including
IT/BPO companies, security professionals, Banks, FIs, Law Enforcement Agencies, students and parents. The
portal is expected to offer extensive set of functionality including email, discussion forums, search engine, news
room, posting a query etc. The conceptualization phase was completed in this fiscal year.

 E-SECURITY FORUMS:E-SECURITY FORUMS:E-SECURITY FORUMS:E-SECURITY FORUMS:E-SECURITY FORUMS: In FY08-09, E-Security Forums, concurrent with DSCI Chapters were launched in the
following cities:

- Bangalore
- Delhi
- Mumbai
- Pune
- Kolkata

These E-Security Forums were created with a view to promote sharing of knowledge about data security and
privacy protection and foster a community of security professionals. These are helping establish linkage between
Government and industry experts, which are conducive for policy enablement and creating awareness among
industry professionals and other stakeholders about security and privacy issues. For better management of E-
Security Forums, Core Group and Special Interest Groups in each e-forum were created during the launch meeting.

  SURVEY  SURVEY  SURVEY  SURVEY  SURVEY (Phase 1): (Phase 1): (Phase 1): (Phase 1): (Phase 1): During July - November 2008, DSCI conducted a survey on Information Security and
Privacy practices implemented and followed by IT/BPO companies operating in India. The objective of the survey
was to benchmark the information security standards followed by the IT-BPO companies, analyze the depth of
information security awareness in the industry, and identify the gaps in security implementation. KPMG was
commissioned to conduct the survey in the first phase with a select set of 43 companies - CIOs / CSOs / CISOs were
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interviewed for inputs. The results were announced during the Annual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security Summit
held in December 2008 at Hyderabad & are available for viewing or downloading at www.dsci.in.

Phase 2:Phase 2:Phase 2:Phase 2:Phase 2: DSCI has started the second phase of the data security survey that is focused on organizations in the
following sectors:

- Banking & Financial Services

- IT & BPO

- Telecom

- PSUs

- E-Commerce

- Manufacturing

- E-Governance

The objectives to be met during phase 2 of the survey are:

- Assess importance given to information security and data privacy

- Capture the leading practices and/or standards adopted towards Information Security and Data Privacy
in organizations

- Identify the major sources of data leakage, compromising data privacy, in organizations within estab-
lished verticals or as a whole

- Study the status of Information and Physical Security Convergence

- Make suitable recommendations to the government for creating environment conducive for policy en-
abling

The second phase has already been initiated. Sample of 150 companies has been drawn and the concerned senior
officers in identified companies have been contacted for participating in the survey. The final results are expected
to be released by August 2009.
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7. DSCI Outreach Program

7.1 DSCI W7.1 DSCI W7.1 DSCI W7.1 DSCI W7.1 DSCI Webebebebebsitsitsitsitsiteeeee

DSCI Website (www.dsci.in) was made live in the last week of November, 2008 and the formal launch of website
was announced during the Annual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security Summit held in Hyderabad on December
2-3, 2008. The website acts as a platform for disseminating knowledge on information security and privacy
protection and providing access to newsletters, white papers, surveys and other publications jointly published
with research and consulting agencies.

7 . 27 . 27 . 27 . 27 . 2 ChaptersChaptersChaptersChaptersChapters

DSCI Chapters were launched at Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and Kolkata. The IT, ITES/BPO industry participants
actively got involved in the formation of Core Group – Anchors and Co-anchors were decided. Special Interest
Groups (SIG) were also created. In order to enhance the awareness among the stakeholders about the importance
and measures for data protection more Chapters will be launched in Hyderabad, Chennai, and Chandigarh.

7 . 37 . 37 . 37 . 37 . 3 Seminar & WSeminar & WSeminar & WSeminar & WSeminar & Workorkorkorkorkshopshopshopshopshopsssss
DSCI organized events in various cities to create awareness about DSCI – Objective, Structure, Mission, Vision, and
Activities. As part of the Outreach program, following seminars targeting varied stakeholders were organized in
FY08-09:
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– Roundtable on Data Security with Dr. Craig Mundie, Microsoft highlighting the need for global harmoni-
zation and better cooperation between public sector and the private sector

– IT (Amendments) Act 2008 - Making of Rules discussed in section 9.2

– Annual NASSCOM-DSCI Information Security Summit 2008, Hyderabad to establish India’s thought lead-
ership within the information security domain and discuss various measures the country is taking to
maintain its position as a trusted sourcing destination. The central theme of the 2-Day event was manag-
ing security and risks in a globalized environment. DSCI raised sponsorship from leading companies like
Microsoft India, ISC2, and Aujas Networks. DSCI also invited eminent speakers to share their experience
with respect to emerging information security challenges

– Session on Information Security in NASSCOM BPO Strategy Summit 2008 on managing risk and compli-
ance and enshrining Data Security in an outsourcing arrangement

– Session on Information Security in NASSCOM HR Summit 2008 on trends in pre- and post- employment
screening from the perspective of security and privacy

– Security Vendor Forum to discuss the experience of vendors in dealing with Service Providers

– Academic Roundtable to foster collaboration between Academia and Industry in Data Protection

– Government Information Security Roundtable to discuss and analyze the security practices and gover-
nance issues with a view to build trust in public-private partnership mode of implementation

– NASSCOM – DSCI Information Security Conclave 2008

– NASSCOM – DSCI Round table with SANS to discuss the strategic issues in Cyber Security

7 . 47 . 47 . 47 . 47 . 4 Participation as Speaker in other Conferences and SeminarsParticipation as Speaker in other Conferences and SeminarsParticipation as Speaker in other Conferences and SeminarsParticipation as Speaker in other Conferences and SeminarsParticipation as Speaker in other Conferences and Seminars

APEAPEAPEAPEAPEC PrivC PrivC PrivC PrivC Privacy Seminaracy Seminaracy Seminaracy Seminaracy Seminar, Lima (Augus, Lima (Augus, Lima (Augus, Lima (Augus, Lima (August 11-13, 2t 11-13, 2t 11-13, 2t 11-13, 2t 11-13, 2008)008)008)008)008)

The seminar was undertaken to build the capacity of all economies to participate in the development and
implementation of a cross-border privacy rule (CBPR) system, and included those economies which already have
domestic privacy laws or regulators. Major participants in the conference included the Commissioner, FTC, USA;
Privacy Commissioner’s Office, Canada; Privacy Commissioner’s Office, Australia; Privacy Commissioner’s Office,
New Zealand; Privacy Commissioner’s Office, Hong Kong; Privacy Commissioner’s Office, Japan; Privacy
Commissioner’s Office, Vietnam and from organizations such as CIPL, Microsoft, Oracle, HP, and OECD. DSCI
presented its approach to data protection and privacy and explained its SRO role which was well received by the
APEC participants.

NASSCOM-DSCI Seminar on Global Data Outsourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions inNASSCOM-DSCI Seminar on Global Data Outsourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions inNASSCOM-DSCI Seminar on Global Data Outsourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions inNASSCOM-DSCI Seminar on Global Data Outsourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions inNASSCOM-DSCI Seminar on Global Data Outsourcing – Challenges, Best Practices and Solutions in
DaDaDaDaDattttta Securitya Securitya Securitya Securitya Security, Brussels (Oct, Brussels (Oct, Brussels (Oct, Brussels (Oct, Brussels (October 1ober 1ober 1ober 1ober 17, 27, 27, 27, 27, 2008)008)008)008)008)

NASSCOM and DSCI organized this seminar in partnership with Linklaters. The seminar addressed the current
situation of outsourcing within the context of data privacy and security, the issue of self-regulation, and best
practices. The well attended seminar (which was inaugurated  by the Ambassador of India to EU), addressed the
challenges related to data outsourcing in the political, legislative, contractual and technical areas while seeking
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open-ended inputs to a proposed model of industry self-regulatory approach complimented by global best practices
in this field. DSCI explained the genesis of the concept of SRO to   the 4E Initiative of NASSCOM which aims at
making India a trusted destination for Global Data Outsourcing.

HIDE WHIDE WHIDE WHIDE WHIDE Workorkorkorkorkshop on Inshop on Inshop on Inshop on Inshop on Inttttternaernaernaernaernational Dational Dational Dational Dational Dattttta Sharing and Biomea Sharing and Biomea Sharing and Biomea Sharing and Biomea Sharing and Biometric Identric Identric Identric Identric Identifictifictifictifictificaaaaation, Singtion, Singtion, Singtion, Singtion, Singaporaporaporaporapore (July 2-3,e (July 2-3,e (July 2-3,e (July 2-3,e (July 2-3,
2009)2009)2009)2009)2009)

HIDE is a project promoted and funded by the European Commission and coordinated by the Centre for Science,
Society and Citizenship, an independent research centre based in Rome, Italy. This project is collaboration between
11 different partners in 10 different countries including Singapore and US. This project is running from February
2008-2010. The workshop in Singapore is dedicated to establish a forum for an international dialogue between EU,
US and ASIA. DSCI has been invited to give a presentation on privacy vis-à-vis security addressing privacy and data
protection policies in India.
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8. IT (Amendment) Act, 2008

DSCI, as a NASSCOM representative, has been interacting with government for reviewing the IT Act 2000, to
address concerns of Data Security and Privacy.

8 . 18 . 18 . 18 . 18 . 1 Analysis of the ActAnalysis of the ActAnalysis of the ActAnalysis of the ActAnalysis of the Act

An analysis of the amendments to the IT Act was prepared by DSCI in the form of a whitepaper titled ‘Data
Protection and Cyber Crime under Amended IT Act’ that was posted on DSCI website & is available for viewing or
downloading at www.dsci.in.

The analysis of the Act was circulated to a wider audience through:
– The Mint (The Wall street Journal) in December 2008 – January 2009
– The Indian Express in January 2009

8 . 28 . 28 . 28 . 28 . 2 Making of the RulesMaking of the RulesMaking of the RulesMaking of the RulesMaking of the Rules

The Bill to amend the Information Technology Act, 2000 was passed in
both houses of parliament in December, 2008. It received assent of the
President on the 5th February, 2009 and was notified in the Gazette as
The Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008. The amended IT
Act has provisions for data protection, and for cyber security. It will help
realize a strong data protection regime in the country that is expected
to enhance trustworthiness of the India IT/BPO service providers. The
government has to make rules under several provisions of the Amended
IT Act. DSCI is being consulted by the government for framing of rules
under section 43A, 67C, and 79. Specifically, inputs on the following
have been solicited:

– 43A Compensation for failure to protect data: a body corporate handling any sensitive personal data or
information in a computer resource controlled/operated by it has to follow reasonable security practices –
failure to do so may result in loss of information which will make it liable to pay compensation. For this
section, government requires DSCI views on “reasonable security practices and procedures”, and on “sen-
sitive personal data or information”.

– 67C Preservation and retention of information by intermediaries:  intermediary has to preserve and retain
information for specified duration, in a manner and format as may be prescribed by the government. If an
intermediary intentionally or knowingly contravenes such provisions he is liable to imprisonment up to three
years.

– 79 Exemption from liability of intermediary in certain cases: under certain conditions intermediary is not
liable for third party information or data. But on receiving actual knowledge, or on being notified by the
government that any information residing in its computer resource is being used to commit an unlawful act,
if the intermediary fails to remove or disable access, it shall become liable for punishment.
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In light of this, DSCI undertook a comprehensive consultative process with concerned stakeholders. A preliminary
meeting was organized with major Industry players in February 2009 in New Delhi for their views on framing of the
rules under the IT (Amendments) Act 2008. All presentations of the meeting can be viewed at www.dsci.in.

DSCI also prepared a Consultation Paper that identified the relevant issues on which views of the stakeholders
were sought. Based on an analysis of the responses, draft recommendations were prepared and put up on DSCI
website for comments. The same is available for viewing or downloading at www.dsci.in.

8 . 38 . 38 . 38 . 38 . 3 Engaging with Government on Encryption PolicyEngaging with Government on Encryption PolicyEngaging with Government on Encryption PolicyEngaging with Government on Encryption PolicyEngaging with Government on Encryption Policy

The Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 provides for encryption under Section 84A. DIT has set up a
committee for formulating the Encryption Policy under this Section of the amended IT Act. In March 2009, this
committee consulted with NASSCOM and DSCI along with other Industry Associations for its views. The Industry
Associations, in an informal meeting decided that NASSCOM/DSCI should take the lead in formulating unified
views of all the industry associations. The recommendations are under preparation.

8 . 48 . 48 . 48 . 48 . 4 Engagement with Government on Interception and Monitoring PolicyEngagement with Government on Interception and Monitoring PolicyEngagement with Government on Interception and Monitoring PolicyEngagement with Government on Interception and Monitoring PolicyEngagement with Government on Interception and Monitoring Policy

The Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 provides for interception and monitoring. DSCI is interacting
with DIT with regard to the rules drafted under this policy.
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9. Cyber Lab Program

In order to create a common platform where different stakeholders - including IT and financial services industries,
academia, civil society and police - come together to deal with the rising menace of Cyber Crime, cyber labs were
set up by NASSCOM. The Mission of this Program is to:

– To establish Cyber Labs in different state capitals with capabilities to provide basic training

– To develop cyber forensics capability

– To give training to police and industry entrepreneurs to effectively deal with cyber crimes

– To standardize the methods of investigation, promote cyber forensics

– To train police and judiciary in the IT Act, 2008

– To conduct industry wide survey to find out trends in cyber crimes

– To suggest measures for prevention of cyber crime

9.1 Cyber Labs transferred from NASSCOM to DSCI9.1 Cyber Labs transferred from NASSCOM to DSCI9.1 Cyber Labs transferred from NASSCOM to DSCI9.1 Cyber Labs transferred from NASSCOM to DSCI9.1 Cyber Labs transferred from NASSCOM to DSCI

NASSCOM’s Cyber Labs Program comprising four cyber labs in Mumbai, Pune, Thane and Bangalore was transferred
to DSCI in FY08-09. DSCI continued the program with focus on training police officers, prosecutors, military, bank
officials, and others on cyber crimes. These Cyber Labs operate under the guidance of an IPS Officer of the rank of
Inspector-General of Police, who is on deputation to NASSCOM.

In FY08-09 alone, close to 3000 police officers, prosecutors, military officers, Judiciary, Income Tax officers, and
management students were trained in these labs. Several events/workshops to enhance Cyber crime awareness
were organized, including:

– Cyber Crime Awareness Workshop at Police Training School, Marol in January 2009

– Cyber Security Awareness Seminar at Institute of Technology, Ulhasnagar in January 2009

– Cyber Security Awareness Seminar at VPM, Thane in February 2009

DSCI plans to set up Cyber Labs in various other cities, including Madhubani, Bhopal, Ahmedabad, and Kolkata. A
proposal to establish these Cyber Labs will be submitted to DIT for funding under the public-private partnership
model. The partnership will promote capacity building in law enforcement to deal with cyber crimes.
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Corporate Governance

The structure adopted by DSCI’s Board of Directors falls under one Tier category wherein the full time executives
and independent directors are brought together in a single unit. The composition of the Board of Directors is
mentioned in section 4.0.

The Board meets every quarter to discuss and decide policy issues and give directions on the future course of action
for DSCI. The first Board Meeting was convened on September 6, 2008, in Mumbai, wherein apart from procedural
matters, the Board took note of the Cyber Security Capacity Building project sanctioned by DIT. The second Board
Meeting was held in Hyderabad on December 02, 2008. DSCI’s work plan that conceptualized DSCI’s approach to
developing Best Practices for Data Protection was submitted and approved in this meeting. The third Board
Meeting was held on February 14, 2009, in Mumbai.

The Executive Organization of DSCI consists of four experienced managers who perform the strategic, tactical and
operational tasks. This is headed by the CEO, who has comprehensive experience in information security field with
a balanced mix of domain expertise and important support functions including government relations.

While setting up an executive body following principles were adhered to:

– Complete and clear definition of responsibility of each role.

– Clarity on qualification, skills and experience required to perform role.

– Proper segregation of duties, to avoid duplication and achieve productivity.

– Focus on achieving productivity of all roles.

At the same time the Group approach was encouraged so that individuals were made aware of all the activities.
The chairman had frequent periodical interactions with the executives to review the progress being made and
prioritize activities as also to suggest mid course reviews.

From domain perspective, DSCI needs to understand the trends in data security and privacy, and articulate it into
its programs and activities. In parallel with the various activities that DSCI is performing, it had also initiated
multiple programs and projects that require program and project management skills. As Data Security and Privacy
are the focus of DSCI, domain specific role specifies a need of experience in the field.

DSCI is aligning its activities to the trends and knowledge created across the globe in the field of Data Security and
Privacy; it engages in research and knowledge collaboration. The research function at DSCI aims to carry out
bespoke research activities, accumulate knowledge from different platforms and sources and create knowledge
assets.

DSCI, to establish itself as a successful SRO, needs to position itself at various platforms - collaborate with industry
as well as Government and arrange events, and reach out to masses through media. The communications and
relationship function performs this role with support provided by the senior management, particularly in areas
involving the external environment including Governmental agencies.
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The finance and administration function provides the vital support to DSCI’s activities, programs and operations by
setting up efficient systems and effective procedures. This role performs crucial functions related to budget, fund
management, accounts management, liaison with entities like Banks, Company Secretary Activities, and Office
Administration management. The Organizational Chart of DSCI is shown below.
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Finance

DSCI, a company limited by guarantee, having no share capital, and not-for-profit under Section 25 of Companies
Act, 1956 was incorporated on 22nd August 2008.

The primary financial objective of DSCI is to provide timely financial support to DSCI activities, projects, events and
other activities. Being a not-for-profit company, an important aim is to minimize the cost in terms of acquisition
and get best possible rates for services and products.

DSCI received grant from NASSCOM for advancing its objective of making member companies more secure and
India a secure destination for outsourcing. The Cyber Security Project funded by DIT was outsourced to DSCI for
implementation.

DSCI started operating independently with effect from November 1, 2008, with five full-time employees and will
be working progressively towards a self-sustaining revenue model.

The Board of Directors of DSCI appointed S. R. Batliboi & Company, as statutory auditors, for the year under
review. The management of DSCI is confident of achieving the objective of making India a secure destination for
outsourcing.
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The Way Forward

DSCI as an SRO is focused on Indian IT/BPO industry to promote best practices and standards for data protection.
In conjunction with this, DSCI is also proposing to extend its services to other sectors like Banking and Financial
Services. DSCI will engage with them to encourage them to have self-checks and submit to compliance checks by
DSCI for Certification/Rating. This will be based on ISO 27001 security standard, OECD Privacy Principles, and
questionnaires developed by DSCI for assessing the data privacy and data security levels of a service provider. This
Certification/Rating will enhance trust in service providers by their clients worldwide as this process supports the
data accountability principle in cross-border data flows – corporate and personal data collected in any originating
country will continue to be subjected to the data privacy laws of that country.

DSCI will also conduct service provider assessments as a third-party, against the established ISO 27001 international
standard, which will go beyond the checklist based assessment. Such assessments will be given Ratings, which can
be requested for from DSCI by clients to assess the security posture of the service providers that they may be
considering outsourcing to. DSCI will share the Ratings with clients at the request of service providers too. DSCI
proposes to carry out such audits/assessments on a regular basis so as to show the maturity in ratings achieved by
the service providers over a period of time.

The industry is happy that the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 has strengthened the data protection regime in the
country which will help in making global data flows to India more trustworthy. DSCI seeks to add the SRO Approach
to take advantage of the amended IT Act to protect the privacy and security of personal as well as corporate data
that is outsourced to Indian IT/BPO service providers.

Moreover, in view of occasional BPO frauds and cyber crimes in India that may also hamper growth of the Indian
outsourcing industry, DSCI will facilitate grievance redressal through alternate dispute resolution mechanisms
such as mediation and conciliation. DSCI will serve as a trust agent for data privacy and security accountability in
outsourcing. Furthermore, progressive steps will be taken towards making DSCI a self-sustaining organization.


